Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Face recognition is an interestingand challenging problem and impacts important application in many area such as identification for law enforcement, authentication for banking and security system acess and personal identification among other. Facial expression is one of the most powerful natural and immediate means for human beings to communicate their emotion and intensions. Although, over the past years, many different techniques to recognize faces across illumination changes have been proposed, but they still have drawbacks. The qualities of these systems are that they do not require any lighting assumption nor do they need any training. In this work, we have tried to combine the spatial and frequency domain features of illumination invariant images by considering local binary pattern and local phase quantization.
LOCAL BINARY PATTERN:-
The LBP operator was initially planned for texture explanation. The operator allocates a tag to each pixel of an appearance by thresholding the 3x3-neighborhood of each pixel with the midpoint pixel value and considering the outcome as a binary number. It is more accurate.It also describe the texture and shape of a digital image.The main advantage of LBP for large image is divided so that many different type of humanexpression can be easily recognised. 
FORMULAS & CALCULATIONS USED
For calculateFace recognition using GMM Model we used this given formula which is given below • GMM always gives single value of each data set which is used by Artificial neural network. 
Mixtures
Features of each sub-block, which are extracted by two different descriptors (LBP and LPQ), are fed into Gaussian mixture modeling. In this step, histograms of both descriptor outputs are fed individually according to color space used in the algorithm. As RGB images are first converted to Lab color space, each color component has been put through both the descriptors separately and then their histograms are stored into a matrix. After GMM modeling negative loglikelihood value has been chosen for each color space which results in total six features from each input image. These features are then fed into artificial neural network for training and testing of images.
ARTIFICIAL NEURALNETWORK
ANN means "artificial neural network".It is related to brain structure.Basically it is a interconnection of various types of nodes .For example : large amount of neurons present in the brain. The next layer may turn in make it independent computations and pass on the result to yet another .In human mind various types of neurons are interconnect with each other and definitely they generate the signal in human mind.The benefit of ANN is that we have to trained only one time and after that we have testing multiple time 
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BACK PROPAGATION ALGORITHM
CONCLUSION
In this work we proposed neural network based classifier to distinguish persons having taken images in illumination variable conditions. First of all, a database has been collected of ten different persons with varying illumination conditions. In this LBP and LPQ descriptors are used to get the feature set for further classification..Therefore both these features can easily extract features of a person"s face in varying illumination conditions. After this GMM is used for feature space reduction of LBP and LPQ features
Future Scope
In future algorithm can be modified or applied on different datasets especially containing human gestures like anger, fear, surprise, happiness, sad etc. Along with this, this algorithm can be used along with other biometric systems i.e. fingerprint, voice, signature etc. in order to increase the security of biometric systems.
